
TERAKOYA TUITION CENTER 
( Sep-0ct ) 

       Education is the process of encouraging/ facilitating someone or something 

for learning, obtaining knowledge, skills, values, beliefs and habits as well. Under 

its method most people apply discussion of ideas, training, and teaching or through 

research methodology. These kinds of techniques of teaching are provided in a 

particular institution like schools, universities. Unlike other institution (T.T.C) 

aims to teach those people who are marginalized from the main stream of society 

due to various social problems like poverty, orphan child etc. Our tuition center 

team believes in change through innovative education as a key to social justice, 

equality, and to a make our country better. Therefore, we are able to run tuition 

center free of cost especially for poor Childs and have been able to improve their 

studies as well. 

(T.T.C) is the branch of Bijeta Eco Community which focuses on the problems of 

society people and help to eradicate the marginalized people by bringing them in 

the main stream of society, trying to remove their problem. As Terakoya tuition 

center was established on 2015, July-24. It has been successful in providing quality 

education to all students in extremely Sundarijal areas of Nepal, with special focus 

to poor and the students who come from poor and disadvantaged family 

backgrounds. Terakoya Tuition Center was established from the support of Mika 

Takagi and Badri Khanal who focused mostly those kinds of children who were 

completely down and out through various personal social problems. Especially it 

was started after the earthquake and has been still running for the improvement of 

studies of children and helping various parents and peoples for getting employment 

with an aim of eradicating poverty. 

Under B.E.C, helping people around the rural areas people mainly this NGO is 

focused for children and orphanage as well. Currently this organization has been 

providing education to an orphan girl  Nubishma and other children around 

Sundarijal areas. T.T.C is a new project for this organization with the support of 

Japanese lady and Chairman Badri Khanal. He claimed that ‘Such projects not only 

eradicate problems of people but also provide opportunity of learning the social 

environment of our country’. Thus the Ngo is quite famous for its dignity and hard 

work who has been contributing a lot for peoples of Nepal. 

 



Progress Report – 

From the starting time of September our big celebration holiday Dashain and Tihar 

was celebrated and it lasted till a month period .We provided tika and blessing to 

the children giving them some gift .Our guest from America: Manohari Jaise 

distributed some gifts to the children .We announced official holiday of Dashain 

and Tihar festival to the childrens .Here are some pictures of that recent two 

months. 

 

Activities: 

September -4, Thanks again to Yasunobu 

Toda via Mika Takagi for the beautiful gift… 

 

 

 

 

Septemeber-5, Bijeta Eco community received a 

chocolate kit by Mika Takagi for Nubishma's 

achievement progress in studies.. Thank you ma'am 

for the wonderful gift :) 

 

September-12, B.E.C has effectively 

given sewing machine to the guardian's 

particularly moms of Tera-Koya 

educational tuition center .During 

September-10 opening system was hung 

on Tera-koya and it was fruitful when 

the visitor of Mika Takagi cut the 

ribbon and did some traditional puja 

technique by worshiping our god and 

singing national anthemn .We have an 

arrangement to give free preparing to 

the moms and help them for procuring cash additionally to secure kid's future 



likewise we would build up an appropriate sewing tailor as business situated and 

would build up the tuition base and would extend it too. Our project was effective 

likewise in light of your approval .Thanks truly to support our kids. 

 

September-18, Bijeta 

Eco-Community had a awareness 

program related to breast cancer 

within the women in Terakoya 

Tuition Center yesterday.The 

program was held on 8AM -10 AM 

,about 2 hours which was taken by 

a nurse ,the womens were informed 

about the damages that affect 

women who lacks education related 

to the cancer.Hence,the program 

was really effective . 

 

September-27,Bijeta Eco Community got 

some dolls and many more gift to the 

orphan child Nubishma via Mika 

Takagi and guest of Danfe Project .She is 

a sweetest child and studying hard for 

achieving good future .Our best wishes is 

always for her. 

 

  

September-26,Some memorable 

moments with Terakoya children's . 

With the help of Japanese Guest 

,we had enjoyed singing ,dancing 

and providing some gifts to the 

children and many more on that 

particular day.All thanks to Mika 

Takagi. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/bijeta.ecommunity
https://www.facebook.com/bijeta.ecommunity
https://www.facebook.com/mika.tkg.5
https://www.facebook.com/mika.tkg.5


October -25, Bijeta Eco-Community received 

cute package all the way from Finland. Our 

sweet friend Salla Jalonen and her companion 

gave us those package to provide it to the 

students of Terakoya tuition center. WE would 

probably disseminate it to the students soon and 

report those photos. Thanks a lot again. 

 

 

November - 08, our little girl Nubishma had done 

extremely well in her second term examination. 

Same as before she has best the class and two 

more segment aswell. We are truly glad for her. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

October - 11,Bijeta Eco 

Community celebrated Dashain 

celebration by putting tika and 

giving cash and sweets to the 

offspring's of Terakoya as a 

blessing purpose. 

Dashain is an extremely prevalent 

celebration in Nepal. It is the 

longest and the most promising 

celebration in the Nepalese yearly 

date-book, celebrated by Nepalese 

individuals all through the globe.We put stock in thriving of everybody in these 

celebration of our own. 

 

 



October-23, Neus Arbos Sanahuja, 

Oscar Delgado Rodriguez, and 

Clara Parmada Iglaz were the 

people who visited all the way 

from Spain and Switzerland. And 

provided motivational classes to 

the students of TeraKoya. 

 

 

P.S- This time choosing the best 

students on performance wise we 

had picked Prem, Pramila, Indira 

and Divya though comparatively 

all have done good in exam but 

Pramila has secured 90% which is 

highest among the record. Red 

highlighted marks are the best 

performer in these two months. 

 

 

 

Process /ways we implemented during one year – 

           Terakoya Tuition Center is bringing and trying to change educational 

system more in possible/ideal way. Daily routine would be formulated in right way 

and in right process. We likewise target more number of children for providing 

gifts and other things which help them in using in daily life. As, our tuition center 

which we are planning to make it a free educational school from the help of 

supports of our company B.E.C and third parties. As the area is small we are 

providing comfortable environment with the act of competition between children 

and motivate them to study hard. 

 

Project Target Children – 

The major occupations of the families of the students of our tuition center are 

mainly of low profile so they earn little amount of money and which is not enough 



to cover their basic needs/requirements. Most of them are laborers and domestic 

workers. As, they are unable to afford the expenses of their children due to 

poverty. Those targeted students falls under certain categories: 

 Family member whose monthly income is below 10,000. 

 Some students from Dalit (known as the low caste and untouchable in 

society) family. 

 Those who are disabled physically but are interested to get better 

chance in studies as well as extra activities are given better priorities 

as well. 

 Kids those who do not have someone to depend upon. (Orphan child). 

 And others are those children who are economically well but are kept 

as an instructor for other children’s. 

 

New opinions. 

Some labored child should also be given chance to study as they work for earning. 

Project Mission - 

 We are motivated by heart to educate the disadvantaged students for 

creating a better society. 

 We teach our students to be loyal, and share good things that they 

learn in our tuition center and create firm determination in studies as 

well. 

 We guide them to become better leaders, activists, innovators, and 

agents of change in upcoming future. 

 We become a center of joy and satisfaction to the students for making 

them learning various new things and earning better knowledge, skills 

and ideas from them as well. 

 

New opinions. 

We create favorable environment and instead of being strict, we help to create one 

to one relationship with instructor and learner with proper web of interaction 

mentally, socially, and emotionally 

 



Lacking of our tuition center – 

 The students sit on the mat at the center and are given comfortable 

environment for learning. If we would be able to give them desk 

benches it would be much easier for them as they would feel like a 

real school. 

 Apart from studies, the students are interested for study tour activities 

like acquiring practical knowledge like visiting zoo, museum, 

historical places and temples, monasteries. However we are not able 

to fulfill their expectations due to lack of funds. 

 For extracurricular activities, we are in need of social musical 

instruments and sports materials. 

 If we can expand our tuition centers, rooms we would probably be 

able to recall many marginalized children from the rural areas. 

 Since practical knowledge can make students learn in-depth about the 

environment .similarly in today’s era computer (technical) things is 

most needed for studies and projector during teaching periods in class 

which we are in progress of providing. 

 We depend upon electricity as our country lacks power in 

hydroelectricity so we are further planning to make a way out of this 

problem by providing solar power for the children. Thus we are not 

able to get it due to lack of funds that we get from the sources. 

      Therefore, we are utilizing the funds on student’s career and development of 

tuition centers but still are unable to fix all the targeted problems. 

Improvement of Terakoya.  

We had involved children’s for sanitation program and had distributed many gifts 

given by Yosanubu Toda and Spanish girl Sallah Jalohnen .We had started sewing 

machine program with free training within the parents of children. 

 

We are really thankful to them for helping our children as this would not be 

possible to us for guiding our students in a better future .We are really 

honored to have your support and care .Thank u Danfe Project team 

    

                

 



 Results-  

                Precisely the performance of kids within two months was good in 

results as their percentage is relatively better with other government schools 

youngsters. As from the aggregate number of tuition class is of 28 understudies 

with 5 students got distinction,23 students got 1st division. Luckily there were no 

any students who got bad results. As per their presentation guardians are likewise 

exceptionally happy for making their kids instructed. Yes, Pasang Sherpa has 

upgraded a bit this time as well but Pramila has done the excellent work among all 

the students and in kept the highest history of best performance in T.T.C. Our 

method for educating children has not just expanded the ability of kids on learning 

courses, yet we owe trust of guardians as they are prescribing others about our 

tuition center. 

 

  Goal/Mission of the organization 

 We give unique chance to give disabled people better support. 

 We are motivated by heart to educate the disadvantaged students for a better 

society.   

 We guide them to become better leaders, activists, innovators and agents of 

change in future. 

 We become a center of joy to learn new ideas, knowledge and skills through 

the communication between needy people. 

 We provide free training and health camp to the marginalized people also 

focuses on development of infrastructure of rural areas. 

 We are focused for eradicating poverty and providing free education for 

building better nation. 

 We provide psycho social consoling for children’s and their families to help 

manage social problems. 

 We help in establishing skilled manpower by providing free Trainings on 

various matters of life. 

Thank You!! Danfe Project!! 


